
 

MAISON VENTIDUE  

CALL for ARTS 

020 

 

  
The cultural association Maison Ventidue opens the doors of L'Appartamento          

to artists, curators, critics and researchers.  

 

1. Topic 

 

LOCUS AMOENUS 

 

Locus amoenus urbano.  

Oxymoron. 

Considerations on contradiction. 

  
The topic comes from the desire to explore the relationship between art, nature             

and the concept of body. The relationship is a necessary bond, that man             

establishes with their medio ambiente. It is a balance of natural and artificial             

elements, material, intangibles and digital dimensions, such as society, the built           

and the not-built, the objects, the economy and the culture in a given space and               

in a given time. 
The topic LOCUS AMOENUS will help us to recognize the differences that inhabit             

and determine it, in a topographical specificity. 

This investigation incorporates the poetic, the ephemeral, the bodies in motion,           

the fleeing thought, and the politics, allowing us to assert ourselves as singularity             

and a whole, at the same time.  
The antinomy between pleasant space and urban space is the research on the             

ethical and aesthetic contradiction of the contemporary. 

The aim is a site-specific project able to develop the unusual relationship            

between the body, L’Appartamento, the Santo Stefano district, and the city of            

Bologna.  
No limitations are given to the artistic expressions, as long as the experiences             

developed are able to reflect, broaden, and communicate the topic.  

 

2. Where  

 

L’APPARTAMENTO 

via Miramonte 4-6 | Bologna district Santo Stefano  

 

Located in the historic center of Bologna, the apartment is a mutable and open              

place, a perimeter within which to explore and investigate. L’Appartamento          

https://www.originebologna.com/odonomastica/miramonte-via/
http://www.comune.bologna.it/quartieresantostefano/


believes in sharing spaces and experiences in order to activate creative research            

and become a driving force for personal and collective growth.  
L’Appartamento is a space in which to travel through words and themes such as:              

limit, proxemics, crossing, archetype, anatomy, architecture, relationship, myth,        

contemporary, science, and design. 

The space consists of two adjacent rooms of 16 square meters and 17.40 square              

meters respectively and an outdoor space of about 30 square meters. The map             

can be downloaded here.  

 

3. Opportunities  

 

The selected artist, curator, critic and/or researcher will have at their disposal the             

space, L'Appartamento, for a period of minimum 3 and maximum 5 weeks, at the              

end of which the works will be exhibited for a variable period of about 15-20               

days. 

Maison Ventidue provides the following technique: 

video projector, monitor, audio system, lights, 2 webcams, fixing hardware. 

The Maison Ventidue association provides logistical, technical and curatorial         

support for the realization and/or development of the project, offering total           

willingness to direct artists in the search for any specific materials to be found on               

site if explicitly mentioned in the project proposal. 

The residence will be supported by the following program of initiatives:  

 

●  Critical talks and Studio Visits  
●  Opportunities to contribute to a public programme of workshops and events  
●  Meetings with tutors  
●  Critical and practical support  

 

Mentoring takes place through a series of workshops, seminars, individual or           

group critical sessions and guided tours. 

 

The results will be collected and published in a catalogue, in the form of a               

subsidiary, as a shared and organic reflection on contemporaneity. 

Maison Ventidue will carry out a communication campaign for the entire period of             

residence to update the developments and public activities of the project through            

its website, social pages and newsletters.  

 

4. Realization of the project  

 

The artist, curator, critic and/or researcher selected by the jury shall produce one             

or more works on the proposed theme. They will also have to respect the              

environments of L'Appartamento, the materials and the equipment provided, and          

collaborate with the staff in the realization of the exhibition event that will follow              

the residence.  

Priority will be given to applications for projects that include didactic and            

informational activities, such as talks, workshops, film projections, concerts, and          

performances. 

L'Appartamento is a work space and does not provide accommodation and food.            



In case of need, Maison Ventidue can assist the selected candidate in the search              

for accommodation. The costs of travel, materials, and accommodation are to be            

covered by the artist.  

 

5. Attendance modalities  

 

To participate you must send via WeTransfer to call@maisonventidue.it the          

following documents, no later than February 25, 2020, indicating in the subject            

line "participation CALL LOCUS AMOENUS 020" and attaching the following          

documents 

  
●  CV + Statement (.PDF) 

●  Portfolio (.PDF)  
●  Project presentation (max 2 folders)  
●  IMAGE/PDF OF A VALID IDENTITY DOCUMENT  
●  Application/Accession Form Maison Ventidue Call Locus Amoenus 2020  
●  Copy of the payment of the Maison Ventidue Locus Amoenus 2020  
membership fee  

 

To participate to the CALL FOR ARTS 2020, a membership fee of 22,00 euro has                

to be transferred to Maison Ventidue. The fee is intended to cover            

administration costs and will allow the inclusion in the circuit promoted by            

Maison Ventidue for L'Appartamento on the topic Locus Amoenus 2020.          

Participants who are not winners of Locus Amoenus 2020, after the conclusion            

of the main exhibition, will have the opportunity to present their project within             

L'Appartamento for a period of minimum of 3 and maximum of 7 days, upon              

scheduling with the organization. For further information please contact         

call@maisonventidue.it  

 

       The payment of 22.00 euros can be made by bank transfer addressed to:  

       Maison Ventidue 

IBAN Code : IT46L0501802400000016845612 

Code BIC / SWIFT CCRTIT2184H  

 

Foreign participants can apply for a student visa and an official residence permit.             

Further information can be found here (http://vistoperitalia.esteri.it/home/en).       

All the participating artists are responsible for all the necessary administrative           

activities and are required to stay in Bologna during the months of their             

residency.  

 

6. Timeline  

 

December 2019 - Publication of call for proposals  

25 February 2020 - Closing of the call for proposals  

20 March 2020 - Communication of results 

20 April 2020 - Start of residence 

20 May 2020 - Term of residence 



22 May 2020 - Opening of the exhibition 

15 June 2020 - Exhibition deadline  

 

7. People  

 

Projects will be evaluated by the committee formed by: 

Mariarosa Lamanna, founder of Maison Ventidue. Marco Mastroianni, founder         

Maison Ventidue. Simone Mattotti, visual arts. Mario Guida, sound designer          

and creative coder. Francesco Buonerba, curator. Davide Da Pieve, art          

historian. Mario Mirabile, expert in urban and digital policies. Gaspare Caliri,           

semiologist. Davide Giambelli, architect. A member of the council I          

Mirasoli-cittadini insieme.  

 

8. Terms and conditions  

 

The copyrights of the works produced will remain property of the authors. Any             

request for reproduction by a third party of the work must therefore be agreed in               

advance. 

The Maison Ventidue Cultural Association reserves the right to use the images            

produced during the residency without time limits as its own archive for            

documentation and communication purposes.  
Participation implies acceptance of the regulations and inclusion in the mailing list            

of Maison Ventidue. 

The artists consent to the processing of personal data in line with Legislative             

Decree no. 196/2003.  
 


